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“Tell me and I forget, teach me and I
may remember, involve me and I learn.”
Benjamin Franklin
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INCLUDED & EXCLUDED

A glimpse of just a view of the techniques taught.

Meet Simon & Lisa Thomas.

Who is the workshop designed for and is it right
for you?

Why image editing is crucial to creating memorable photos

What accommodation is offered?

Delicious gourmet food, locally sourced and
produced.

When, where and how much.

What’s included and what’s not.

COVID AND STAYING SAFE
What we’re doing to keep you safe.

LEARN HOW TO

TAKE

BETTER

PHOTOGRAPHS

LEARN. SHOOT. EDIT. SHARE.
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LIVING LENS | Photographic & Editing Workshop

THIS IS
WHAT YOU WILL

LEARN

Photographic & Editing Workshop | LIVING LENS

TAKE OUR WORKSHOP AND SEE IMMEDIATE
IMPROVEMENTS WHETHER YOU ARE A BEGINNER,
INTERMEDIATE OR ADVANCED PHOTOGRAPHER.

COURSE INCLUDES
▶

LEARN TO TAKE CONTROL OF YOUR
CAMERA

▶

LEARN HOW TO CREATE IMAGES THAT
DRAW IN AND THEN HOLD PEOPLES
ATTENTION

▶

LEARN THE THREE MOST IMPORTANT
RULES OF PHOTOGRAPHY

▶

LEARN HOW TO AVOID THE BASIC
MISTAKES

▶

LEARN TO CONTROL THE LIGHT IN
YOUR PHOTOS

▶

LEARN CREATIVE TECHNIQUES

▶

IMPROVE YOUR OUTDOOR
PHOTOGRAPHY

▶

LEARN TO SHOOT POWERFUL
PORTRAITS

▶

LEARN THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
SHOOTING RAW AND JPG FILES

▶

LEARN HOW TO ORGANISE AND EDIT
YOUR PHOTOS LIKE A PRO

▶

LEARN MUCH, MUCH, MUCH MORE!
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LEARN
SHOOT
Image Location: Kathmandu, Nepal

EDIT
SHARE

LEARN TO TAKE BETTER PHOTOS

Our 2.5 day workshop is designed to get you off ‘auto’ and
teach you the in-camera techniques and post-processing tools
that will allow you to get shots just like this one, or better!

Image Location: Aberystwyth, Wales
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MEET YOUR

INSTRUCTORS
Lisa and Simon Thomas are internationally published
professional travel photographers, writers, experienced
public speakers and highly skilled educators.

Simon & Lisa Thomas are internationally
acclaimed professional travel
photographers, authors, experienced public
speakers and highly skilled educators who
have spent 20-years shooting some of the
most beautiful locations in the world.
Featured by Professional Photography
Magazines, SmugMug, Nikon, SKYLUM,
Adobe, Fujifilm and BMW, Simon & Lisa
began working full-time in the photography
industry in 2003. Since then they have
visited more than 80 countries, ridden over
half a million miles, and collaborated with
major companies, brands, countries, NGOs,
and tourism agencies on nearly every
continent.
Combining in-camera techniques, with
selective image blending and advanced
post-processing, the adventurous pair have
developed a unique style of photography
which has become well known around the

world. Their photos have been seen on the
covers and pages of some of the worlds
most widely circulated publications
including Digital Camera Magazine, Outdoor
Photography Magazine, Adventure Bike
Rider and Men’s Health Magazine as well as
displayed in fine art galleries, the Nikon
Centre Gallery (official gallery) and
Photography events worldwide.

Official Partners:

Simon and Lisa have established themselves
both in the adventure and photographic
industries as respected and articulate
educators and speakers. They have the
ability to convey even the most complex of
topics in a clear and easily understandable
way. With their easy and friendly manner it’s
hard not to feel inspired. As a result they
have been invited to speak at some of the
worlds largest events including Photo Plus
Expo, Overland Expo and SEMA (Las Vegas).

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

FUJIFILM
LUME CUBE
Nikon (7-years)
TENBA
SKYLUM
BMW Motorrad
Touratech
Smugmug
ConFnental

TO SEE MORE OF SIMON & LISA’S WORK
‘CLICK’ THE LINK TO VISIT THEIR ONLINE GALLERY:

PRINTS2RIDETHEWORLD.COM
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Take our workshop and see immediate
improvements whether you are a beginner,
intermediate or advanced photographer.
Whether you’ve been shooting for a while or are a beginner just
wanting to improve your current understanding, our Living Lens
Photographic Workshop will teach you digital photography
basics and give you a solid foundation helping to improve your
images immediately.

2021 PHOTO
WORKSHOP

We will cover everything from camera settings, camera setup,
location setup and composition through to editing your images to
give them a professional look.
We will visit some of the most stunning locations in Wales and
side-by-side we will show you exactly how to ‘get the shot’:
What settings to use and when, how to adapt to changing light,
what to look for and what to focus on to create professional
engaging images that you’ll want to share.

9TH-12TH SEPTEMBER

Photography can feel overwhelming but it doesn’t need to be. You
just need the right educators a little time and some great food
and drink thrown in to bring it all together.
The course is only available to limited number of 8-12 clients to
ensure that each client gets our full attention. But, the classes are
just half the fun!

BOOK NOW

Our workshop location has to be seen to be believed. We’ve
secured a beautiful location from where to teach, offering unique
accommodation (Covid-Compliant), and a private cinema to view
and critique images. You’ll be served gourmet meals in the
evening prepared from the onsite organic garden and locally
sourced Welsh produce. Great wine is thrown in for good
measure. Read-on below for the whole picture.
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PHOTO-PROCESSING

before
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after

‘SHOULD NOT BE’

COMPLEX
After all, to create great images in 2021, it’s just as
important to be able to edit your shot as it is to take the
shot.
before

Today I can edit a image from start to
finish in just minutes. That’s what I want
to share with you. Simple, clear and
powerful editing tips that work.

Why are images from the PRO’s so
much better than yours? The
answer is simple, Post-Processing!
All images need to be processed. 50-years ago
we just used chemicals and a dark room, today
we use tools like LUMINAR AI, Photoshop and
Lightroom.
Our Living Lens Workshop will demystify the
process and teach you the skills and techniques
to turn your shots into images worthy of
hanging on your walls and sharing with your
friends.
I (Simon) started my editing career back in 2006
while travelling through Peru and picked up a
copy of Photoshop. The program was
overwhelming.

after

WE’LL COVER THE MAIN
EDITING PLATFORMS

Editing platforms are just tools, so
whether you’re a novice or advanced
editor, using the right tools just makes
the job easier, faster and way more
enjoyable.
We’ll be covering and using software from
different brands, giving you the
confidence to edit your own images with
ease.
By the end of the workshop you will have
my editing secrets and you’ll understand
my entire workflow from the initial
capture through to the final image.
We’ll use simple English to explain the
techniques and avoid jargon at all
expense.
Trust me you going to be surprised and
delighted at how easy editing can be!

“Simon and Lisa’s class on
Photo Post-Processing was
INSPiRATIONAL”
REVIEW: MAG MAGAZINE 2021

BOOK NOW
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“Your camera captures a huge amount of
Data…Processing reveals that data”

before

before
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after

after

Join Us for A Photography And Post-Processing
workshop. Suitable For All lLevels AndExperience
From Camera Operation To Composition And Editing.

“EDITING CAN BE EXTREMELY POWERFUL …

…OR EXTREMELY SUBTLE”

PHOTO
Sunset at the Grand canyon South Rim.
Edited with LUMINAR AI and Photoshop
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RELAX
ENJOY
LEARN
Forget the emails, work and the endless background noise of your busy lives. Immerse
yourself in a relaxed learning environment and we'll take care of the rest.

UNIQUE

ACCOMMODATION

WHEN WAS THE LAST TIME
YOU HAD A REAL BREAK?

Our Photo Workshop is different and so is the
beautiful and uniquely Welsh location we teach
from.

with its own log burning stove through to
glamorous bell tents and ingeniously converted
overland vehicles.

The Expedition Centre is a unique hidden away
rural retreat, located close to Machynlleth and
nestled in a hollow near the Gwydol River.

It also offers a relaxed bar area, spacious studiolearning centre, private cinema and gourmet
dining. The centre is the perfect base from
where we can explore and photograph the
rugged ancient Celtic landscape and gives us
easy access to mountain peaks, expansive lakes
and hidden away waterfalls, all within an easy
drive.

The Centre shelters against the shoulders of the
magnificent Bwlch y Groes Mountain pass, (the
second highest public access pass in Wales) and
sits on the boundary of Snowdonia National
Park.
The Expedition Centre, in the small village of
Abercegir, offers a wonderful mix of eclectic
accommodation, ranging from log cabins, each

We couldn’t ask for a better facility from where
to instruct.
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GREAT LEARNING &

WONDERFUL FOOD
AÌ er a day of photographing spectacular Wales,
enjoying a delicious 3-course meal with wine is a
wonderful way to wind up each day.
If you have read this far, then you probably understand that our
workshop is more than just a learning weekend.
The idea is simple; we’re going to provide you a few days that will
allow you to relax and learn, while we take care of the rest.
Each day we’ll start with a proper cooked breakfast before we
head out to the shoot locations and set up. During the day we’ll
serve a delicious packed lunch and soft drink.
Each evening you will enjoy a gourmet 3-course meal served with
wine or your preferred beverage. All included.
HOME BAKED
All the delicious cakes are home
baked by Dr. Caroline

Tea and cake is
served on arrival,
while you take in
the stunning view.

Gorgeous Gourmet Food
Simply put, the three course evening meal is a highlight of the evening. Vegetables grown
in the Centre's organic garden compliments a meat or vegetarian menu sourced locally.
From field to plate in less than 5 miles. Wine included.
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Details

IFnerary
Join us for a truly unique photography
workshop in beautiful Wales.
We’ll explore the ancient waterfalls and rugged beauty of
Wales Western coast.
Relaxing in your private accommodation in front of a real log
burning stove is the perfect way to unwind and end your day.
Most people don’t want to be photographers, but we all want
to be able to take better photos and create images that inspire
others and that share our passions. With protected Dark Sky
Regions, wildlife-laden estuaries, mountain peaks and
tumbling hidden waterfalls, Wales is a secret waiting to be
found, explored and photographed.

Workshop DuraCon: 2.5 Days
September 9th -12th , 2021
September 16th -19th , 2021 (with arrival & departure days)
Ocotober 14th - 17th (with arrival & departure days)
LocaCon: Wales
Tyntwll, Nr Machynlleth SY20 8NR
Workshop Price:£549
£250 deposit required to reserve your spot. Double
occupancy, 2nd person £50 discount.

Accommodation:
Private Accommodation, Wood Cabins
Transportation:
Own Vehicle (due to Covid-19 regulations and safety)
Physical Rating: Average
Workshop Type: Small Group
Small group experience (max 12)

Workshop Leaders *
Primary: Simon Thomas
Secondary: Lisa Thomas
Register for the LIVING LENS Workshop
Booking Now Being taken
To reserve your space Email: lisathomas@2ridetheworld.com
or Telephone on: 07534 692684

LEARN. SHOOT. EDIT. SHARE.

only

£549
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LIVING LENS
WORKSHOP

WORKSHOP
WITH SIMON & LISA THOMAS

What’s Included and Excluded in the Workshop
What’s Included:

What’s Excluded:

2 Photography Instructors

Travel to and from the centre & photo
locations (due to Covid-19 safety guidelines)

2 Day location-based photography
workshops

Snacks and Drinks outside of normal
meals

LEARN
SHOOT

2 Centre-based post processing
workshops

3-Nights accommodations (Discount for
Double Occupancy)

3 Breakfasts and 3 three course dinners
Including Welcome Dinner on arrival day &
Breakfast on departure day

2 Packed lunches and beverages

Evening wine and refreshments

Beverages and alcohol outside of
evening wine served with meals

EDIT
SHARE
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What we are doing to look after you
Enjoying a great weekend also means staying safe.
During these difficult times we must all be
careful and do our best to take care of each
other.
‘Good To Go’
We take your safety and well
being seriously, which is why
we teach from a location
that has been awarded a
Governmental ‘GOOD TO
GO’ certificate. This COVID19 Industry Standard is awarded in partnership
with The National Tourist Organisations of Great
Britain and Northern Ireland and ensures that
processes are in place to maintain cleanliness
and aid social/physical distancing. A copy of the
certificate can be sent upon request.

Accommodation
The accommodation offered by the
Expedition Centre offers covid-compliant
facilities and each room, cabin and
shepherds hut will be cleaned and
sanitised and left empty for 4-days
between visitors.
We imagine that during September social
distancing rules may very well still be in
place and we ask each attendee to
observe and obey these guidelines.
Indoor Classes
The post processing classes will be held
in the main Expedition Centre itself,
which offers plenty of space, where both
the workshop leaders and attendees can
maintain a 2-metre distance. The
Expedition Centre is a large roomy venue

with high ceilings and large doors and well
ventilated with windows all around, offering
plenty of fresh clean air.
Food and Meals
All the food served is prepared in a ‘safety
certified’ commercial kitchen which has been
inspected and passed by The UK Food
Standards Agency. All relevant Food Hygiene
Certificates are available and on display.
The Centre’s kitchen and dining areas were
recently awarded the highest level of
hygiene certification at Level-5.
Transportation
Because of current Covid-19 restrictions,
guidelines and the need to socially distance,
we are asking all attendees to use their own
vehicles to visit the outdoor locations where
the photo shoots will be taking place.
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LIVING
LENS
IMAGES MADE

BETTER

